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Abstract
We propose stochastic, non-parametric activation functions that are fully learnable and
individual to each neuron. Complexity and the risk of overfitting are controlled by placing
a Gaussian process prior over these functions. The result is the Gaussian process neuron,
a probabilistic unit that can be used as the basic building block for probabilistic graphical
models that resemble the structure of neural networks. The proposed model can intrinsi-
cally handle uncertainties in its inputs and self-estimate the confidence of its predictions.
Using variational Bayesian inference and the central limit theorem, a fully deterministic
loss function is derived, allowing it to be trained as efficiently as a conventional neural net-
work using mini-batch gradient descent. The posterior distribution of activation functions
is inferred from the training data alongside the weights of the network.
The proposed model favorably compares to deep Gaussian processes, both in model
complexity and efficiency of inference. It can be directly applied to recurrent or convolu-
tional network structures, allowing its use in audio and image processing tasks.
As an preliminary empirical evaluation we present experiments on regression and clas-
sification tasks, in which our model achieves performance comparable to or better than
a Dropout regularized neural network with a fixed activation function. Experiments are
ongoing and results will be added as they become available.
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1 Introduction
We introduce a neural activation function that can be learned completely from training data
alongside the weights of the neural network. The number of constraints on the form of the
learnable functions should be kept as low as possible to allow the highest amount of flexibil-
ity. However, we want the neural network to be trainable using stochastic gradient descent,
thus we require the activation function to be at least continuously differentiable. Naturally
by increasing the flexibility of a model the risk of overfitting is also increased. Hence, to
keep that risk in check, we apply a prior over the space of activation functions. We choose
a Gaussian process (GP) with a zero mean and squared exponential (SE) covariance function
for that prior, since it encourages smooth functions of small magnitude. This probabilistic
treatment transforms a neuron into a probabilistic unit, which we call Gaussian process neu-
ron (GPN). Consequently a neural network built from GPNs becomes a probabilistic graphical
model, which can intrinsically handle training and test data afflicted with uncertainties and
estimate the confidence of its own predictions.
Since a GP is a non-parametric model it introduces dependencies between samples into
the model. Consequently, even after learning the network weights, the predictions on a test
input directly depend on the training samples and inference has to be performed using Monte
Carlo methods. Since this is impractical, we introduce the parametric GPN, an auxiliary model
that applies methods from sparse GP regression to represent its activation function using a set
of trainable parameters. The resulting model approximation can be trained using stochastic
gradient descent by sampling the gradient.
Then we will combine ideas from fast Dropout and sparse variational GPs to make a non-
parametric GPN network trainable using variational Bayesian inference. The result is a fully
deterministic loss function that eliminates the need to sample the gradient and thus makes
training more efficient. Although the model is treated fully probabilistically, the loss function
retains the functional structure of a neural network, making it directly applicable to network
architectures such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and convolutional neural networks
(CNNs).
The proposed model shares some commonalities with deep Gaussian processes but is more
economical in terms of model parameters and considerably more efficient to train as will be
discussed in section 6. An overview of the family of introduced models and their relationships
is shown in fig. 10 at the end of this paper.
1.1 Related Work
Since the dawn of neural network research the most commonly used activation functions were
the logistic function and other sigmoid functions. Sigmoid refers to “S”-shaped functions, for
example the hyperbolic tangent (tanh). This choice of activation functions was not seriously
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challenged by researchers (except for special purpose applications), until recently when [Nair
and Hinton, 2010] introduced the rectified linear unit (ReLU), a neuron with an activation
function that is linear for positive inputs and zero for negative inputs. [Krizhevsky et al., 2012]
showed that ReLUs produce significantly better results on image recognition tasks using deep
networks than the common sigmoid-shaped activation functions.
This achievement led to a wave of follow-up research in activation functions specifically
tailored to deep networks. While the ReLU solved the problem of vanishing gradients for
positive values, it completely cut off the gradient for negative ones; thus once a neuron enters
the negative regime (either through initialization or during training) for most samples, no
training signal can pass through it. To mitigate this problem [Maas et al., 2013] introduced the
leaky ReLU, which is also linear for negative values but with a very small, although non-zero,
slope; for positive values it behaves like the ReLU. Soon after [He et al., 2015] demonstrated
that it is advantageous to make the slope of the negative part of the leaky ReLU an additional
parameter of each neuron. This parameter was trained alongside the weights and biases of
the neural network using gradient descent. A CNN using these so-called parametric ReLUs was
the first to surpass human-level performance on the ImageNet classification task [Deng et al.,
2009].
It is thus natural to ask if even more flexible activation functions are beneficial. This ques-
tion was answered affirmative by [Agostinelli et al., 2014] on the CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100
benchmarks [Krizhevsky et al., 2014]. The authors introduced piecewise linear activation
functions that have an arbitrary (but fixed) number of points where the function changes its
slope. These points and the associated slopes are inferred from training data by stochastic
gradient descent.
Instead of having a fixed parameter for the negative slope of the ReLU, [Xu et al., 2015]
introduced stochasticity into the activation function by sampling the value for the slope with
each training iteration from a fixed uniform distribution. [Clevert et al., 2015] and [Klam-
bauer et al., 2017] replaced the negative part of ReLUs with a scaled exponential function
and showed that, under certain conditions, this leads to automatic renormalization of the
inputs to the following layer and thereby simplifies the training of the neural networks. Fur-
thermore [Urban and van der Smagt, 2015] introduced a parametric activation function to
smoothly interpolate the operation a neuron performs on its inputs between addition and mul-
tiplication, thus allowing the most appropriate operation to be determined during training.
Nearly fully adaptable activation functions have been proposed by [Eisenach et al., 2017].
The authors use a Fourier basis expansion to represent the activation function; thus with
enough coefficients any (periodic) activation function can be represented. The coefficients
of this expansion are trained as network parameters using stochastic gradient descent. Simi-
larly, [Scardapane et al., 2017] also use a basis expansion, but with a set of Gaussian kernels
that are equally distributed over a preset input range.
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2 Prerequisites
2.1 Tensor Slicing
In this work the need arises to slice tensors along one or more dimension. A star (?) will
be used in place of the index to select all indices of that dimension. Let us provide a few
examples. Given a matrix X ∈ RN×M the notation Xi? ∈ RM denotes the i-th row of X.
Similarly X?j ∈ RN denotes the j-th column of X.
This can also be extended to tensors and the star can be used multiple times. For example,
consider the tensor A ∈ RN1×N2×N3×N4 . Here Ai?j? ∈ RN2×N4 denotes the matrix that is
obtained by fixing the first dimension of A to i and the third dimension to j.
2.2 Gaussian Processes
A Gaussian process [Williams and Rasmussen, 1996] describes a distribution over scalar-
valued functions f(x) with multivariate inputs x. Consider a matrix X ∈ RN×D of N input
values with D dimensions. Any finite number of function values f(Xi?), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . N}, has a
joint multivariate normal distribution, which is defined by the mean function m : RD → R and
covariance function k : RD × RD → R of the GP. Let f ∈ RN be the vector of function values
given by fi , f(Xi?). If the function f follows a GP,
f(x) ∼ GP(m(x), k(x,x′)) , (1)
this means that the function values f are normally distributed,
P(f) ∼ N (f |m,K(X,X)) , (2)
with mean and covariance determined by the inputs X,
mi , m(Xi?) , K(X,X)ij , k(Xi?, Xj?) . (3)
This implies that k(x,x′) must by symmetric and positive-definite to be a valid covariance
function.
2.2.1 Gaussian Process Regression
GPs can be used to perform regression by conditioning the GP on a set of observed function
values. Consider a function f(x) distributed according to (1). Given a finite set of observation
points Xi?, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, with corresponding (noisy) observed values y = (y1, y2, . . . , yN )T
where yi = f(Xi?) +  with  ∼ N (0, σ2n) the conditional distribution of the predicted function
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values f(x∗) at some test points x∗ is another GP,
f(x∗) |X,y ∼ GP(m∗(x∗), k∗(x∗,x∗′)) , (4)
with predictive mean and covariance functions given by
m∗(x∗) , m(x∗) +K(x∗, X) [K(X,X) + σ2n1]−1 (y −m) , (5a)
k∗(x∗,x∗′) , k(x∗,x∗′)−K(x∗, X) [K(X,X) + σ2n1]−1K(X,x∗′) , (5b)
where K(x∗, X)i , k(x∗, Xi?), K(X,x∗′)i , k(Xi?,x∗′), mi , m(Xi?) and 1 is the identity
matrix. This follows directly from the equations for the mean and covariance of a conditional,
multivariate normal distribution, since any finite number of points from the GP must be con-
sistent with it.
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3 Gaussian Process Neurons
We introduce Gaussian process neurons (GPNs) in the context of feed-forward neural net-
works, i.e. we assume that GPNs are arranged in layers and the outputs of one layer are fed
as inputs to the next layer. A GPN is a probabilistic unit that receives multiple inputs and
computes an output distribution conditioned on the values of its inputs. Given multiple in-
put samples the output samples of a GPN become correlated, i.e. the output distribution is
not independent and identically distributed (iid.) over the samples. A probabilistic graphical
model corresponding to a single GPN within a layer with three inputs and three samples is
shown in fig. 1.
Let l ∈ {1, . . . , L} be the layer index and Nl the number of GPNs in that layer. Further let
s ∈ {1, . . . S} denote a data point (sample). The activations Alsn depend deterministically on
the inputs X l−1s? via the weights,
Als? = X
l−1
s? W
l (6)
The response, i.e. result of applying the activation function in a conventional neuron, follows
a GP prior,
f(a) ∼ GP(0, kλSE(a, a′)) , (7)
with zero mean function. This GP has scalar inputs and uses the standard SE covariance
function,
kλSE(a, a
′) = exp
(
−(a− a
′)2
2λ2
)
, (8)
with lengthscale λ. For a finite set of samples this implies
P(F l?n |X l−1) = N
(
0,K ln(A
l
?n, A
l
?n)
)
= N (0,K ln(X l−1W l?n, X l−1W l?n)) (9)
with the covariance matrix [K ln(a,a
′)]ij , kλ
l
n
SE(ai, aj). The outputs follow the responses with
additive Gaussian noise,
P(X l?n |F l?n) = N
(
F l?n, (σ
l
n)
21
)
. (10)
Marginalizing over the distributions of Al and F l leads to the conditional distribution of the
output given the inputs
P(X l?n |X l−1) = N (X l?n |0, K˜λ
l
n
W l?n
(X l−1, X l−1) + (σln)
21) , (11)
with [K˜λw(X,X
′)]ij , kλw(Xi?, X ′j?) and the GPN covariance function
kλw(x,x
′) = exp
(
− [
∑
mwm(xm − x′m)]2
2λ2
)
. (12)
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Figure 1: A GPN within layer l with three inputs is shown for three samples as a probabilis-
tic graphical model. The inputs are the outputs of the previous layer and represented by the
random variables X l−1sm , s ∈ {1, 2, 3},m ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The activations for each sample are repre-
sented by the random variables Als, s ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and depend deterministically on the inputs.
The responses F l? are a GP over the samples conditioned on the activations; in the figure the
GP is represented by a Markov random field shown as an undirected connection between all
samples. The outputs are represented by the random variables X ls, s ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Note that (11) has the same structure as a deep GP, however the proposed covariance func-
tion (12) differs from the automatic relevance determination (ARD) covariance function, which
is used in deep GPs, by multiplying the weights with the inputs before taking the square. We
will show in section 6 that this difference results in a model that is considerably more efficient
to train. Furthermore, note that the lengthscale λ is redundant to the magnitude |w|2 of the
weight vector and we can set λ = 1 for now. However, since it will be useful for a parametric
version of the model introduced later, we keep it.
3.1 Non-Parametric Training and Inference
Performing training and inference in a non-parametric GPN model is computationally inten-
sive, as we will show now. Let the random variable X̂ lsn denotes the n-th GPN in layer l
corresponding to training sample s. Test samples are represented by the random variables
X˜ lsn. The layer l = 0 corresponds to the inputs and its values are observed for both the training
and test samples. The top-most layer l = L represents the outputs. For defining the distribu-
tions occurring in the model, it is convenient to concatenate the training and test samples of
all inputs and GPNs, i.e. X l?n =
[
(X̂ l?n)
T , (X˜ l?n)
T
]T
. Analogous to standard neural networks,
GPN layers can be stacked to form a multi-layer feed-forward network. The joint probability
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of training and test samples in such a GPN stack given the inputs X0 is
P({X}L1 |X0) =
L∏
l=1
Nl∏
n=1
P(X l?n |X l−1) . (13)
with P(X l?n |X l−1) given by (11) and using the notation shorthand {•}L1 , •1, •2, . . . , •L.
GPN models are a hybrid between parametric and non-parametric models. They contain
parameters θ , {θ1, θ2, . . . , θL} with θl , {W l,σl,λl} consisting of the weights, variances and
lengthscales for each layer. However, their predictions on test samples also depend directly on
the training samples since the GP forms a Markov random field over all samples. This does
not occur in conventional artificial neural networks (ANNs), in which the predictions for all
samples are independent and identically distributed.
Thus making predictions on the test set using GPNs consists of two steps. One, obtain an
estimate for the parameters θ by maximizing their likelihood Pθ(X̂L | X̂0) on the training set.
Two, compute the predictive distribution Pθ(X˜L | X˜0, X̂0, X̂L) or sample from it. Both steps
require all latent variables X1, . . . , XL−1 to be marginalized out. Unfortunately due to the
occurrence of X l−1 in the covariance matrix in (11) analytic integration is intractable. This is
because the inverse of the covariance matrix appears in the probability density function (PDF)
of a normal distribution and thus the dependency on X l−1 is highly non-linear and analytic
calculation of the integral is not feasible.
It is possible to estimate the likelihood and its derivatives by sampling from the model
using Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) sampling. Using this estimate of the gradient w.r.t. the
parameters the likelihood can be maximized iteratively using stochastic gradient ascent. In the
same fashion HMC sampling can be used to sample from Pθ(X˜L | X˜0, X̂0, X̂L) and thus obtain
predictions on the test set. However, this approach is not very attractive when GPNs should
be used in place of conventional neurons, since HMC sampling is considerably more expensive
than the standard backpropagation algorithm and the non-parametric nature requires us to
consult the whole training set for each prediction, thus limiting the scalability of the model to
datasets of arbitrary size.
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4 Parametric Gaussian Process Neurons
The issues described in section 3.1 arise from the inter-sample dependencies in the non-
parametric GPN model. Consequently it is desirable to break them up, however it has to
be ensured that the activation function of each GPN is still consistent across all samples. To
make GPs scalable to large datasets [Quiñonero-Candela and Rasmussen, 2005] proposed to
find a sparse approximation of the training data and base the predicitons of the GP solely on it.
Here, we use the same method to make each GPN parametric and thus its output independent
of the training data. Later we will show how this approach can be extended to make analytic
marginalization of the latent variables tractable.
Three parameter vectors V ∈ RR, U ∈ RR and S ∈ (R+)R are introduced per GPN. Their
purpose is to explicitly parameterize R points of the activation function representing the mode
of the GP distribution. For each virtual observation point r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R} this parameteriza-
tion consists of an inducing point Vr, corresponding to the activation of the observation, the
target Ur, corresponding to the response given that activation, and the variance Sr around the
response. Thus we assume that we are making observations of the activation function f(a)
given by (7). These observations are of the form
f(Vr) = Ur +  with  ∼ N (0, Sr) , r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , R} . (14)
In a GPN stack each GPN in has its own virtual observations, thus we add indices for the layer
and GPN within the layer to the virtual observation variables. Consequently we obtain the
tensors V lrn, U
l
rn and S
l
rn for the r-th inducing point, target and variance respectively of GPN n
in layer l.
We use the virtual observations V l?n and U
l
?n as “training” points for a GP regression of
the activation function evaluated at the “test” points Al?n. After performing the marginaliza-
tions over the activations and responses, as it was done to calculate (11), we obtain for the
distribution of the outputs given the inputs
P(X l?n |X l−1) = N (X l?n |µX
l
?n ,Σ
Xl
??n) (15)
with
µX
l
?n =K
l
n(X
l−1W l?n, V
l
?n) [K
l
n(V
l
?n, V
l
?n) + diag(S
l
?n)]
−1 U l?n (16a)
ΣX
l
??n =K
l
n(X
l−1W l?n, X
l−1W l?n)−
K ln(X
l−1W l?n, V
l
?n) [K
l
n(V
l
?n, V
l
?n) + diag(S
l
?n)]
−1K ln(V
l
?n, X
l−1W l?n) + (σ
l
n)
2 1 (16b)
with the covariance matrices K ln defined as before and diag(x) denoting a diagonal matrix
with x on its diagonal. The graphical model corresponding to that parametric version of the
GPN is shown in fig. 2.
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Figure 2: The auxiliary parametric representation of a GPN using virtual observation inducing
points V , targets U and variances S.
As before we have for a layer
P(X l |X l−1) =
Nl∏
n=1
P(X l?n |X l−1) . (17)
Note that the inducing points are not affected by the weights and always one dimensional, no
matter what the dimensionality of the inputsX l−1 is. The parameters of a parametric GPN layer
now include the virtual observations besides the weights, thus θl , {W l,σl,λl, V l, U l, Sl} are
the parameters of each layer that need to be estimated during training. An overview of the
notation used is provided in table 1.
Since the model is fully parametric, after training all information about the training sam-
ples is stored in the parameters of the model and hence it is not necessary to keep training
samples for prediction. The number of parameters depends on the number of GPNs and how
many virtual observations are used per GPN, but it is independent of the number of training
samples. This allows parametric GPN networks to scale to datasets of arbitrary size, just like
conventional neural networks do.
4.1 Structure of Training Objective
The standard method for training a model is to minimize a task-dependent loss L on the
training set w.r.t. the model parameters θ. Here we consider losses of the form
L (θ) =
1
S
S∑
s=1
L(XLs?, Ts?) , (18)
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symbol purpose
model hyper-parameters:
Nl number of GPNs in layer l
random variables:
Y lsm input dimension m of sample s to GPN layer l
Alsn activation of GPN n in layer l corresponding to sample s
F lsn response of GPN n in layer l corresponding to sample s
X lsn output of GPN n in layer l corresponding to sample s
model parameters:
W lnm weight from input m to GPN n in layer l
(σln)
2 output variance of GPN n in layer l
λln lengthscale of GPN n in layer l
additional parameters for parametric GPN:
V lrn virtual observation point r of GPN n in layer l
U lrn virtual observation target r of GPN n in layer l
Slrn virtual observation variance r of GPN n in layer l
Table 1: Overview of the notation used for GPNs. When GPN layers are stacked a superscripted
l is used to denote the layer index and the output of one layer is the input to the next, thus
Y l = X l−1.
where XLs? is the prediction of the model for training sample s and Ts? is the corresponding
target. The loss measure L : RD × RD → R assigns a loss value to each sample based on the
task-dependent difference between the model’s prediction and the ground truth. Since we are
dealing with a probabilistic model that provides a predictive distribution Pθ(XL |X0), training
is performed by considering the expectation of the loss, i.e. the objective is to minimize
L (θ) = EPθ(XL |X0)
[
1
S
S∑
s=1
L(XLs?, Ts?)
]
=
1
S
S∑
s=1
EPθ(XLs? |X0)
[
L(XLs?, Ts?)
]
. (19)
Note that here information is conveyed from sample to sample solely through the model pa-
rameters θ. Since the marginal P(X lsn |X l−1?? ) of the multivariate normal (15) with respect to
sample s depends only on µX
l
s? and Σ
Xl
ss? and furthermore these quantities depend only on X
l−1
via X l−1s? as can be seen from (16), we observe that P(X ls? |X l−1) = P(X ls? |X l−1s? ) for all layers
l, and thus the objective becomes
L (θ) =
1
S
S∑
s=1
EPθ(XLs? |X0s?)
[
L(XLs?, Ts?)
]
. (20)
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Figure 3: The principle of the normal approximation in a feed-forward GPN network. Prop-
agating the distribution of the activations A2s? through the activation functions results in ar-
bitrary distributions X2s?. However, given enough GPNs in layer 1 and 2, the responses X
2
sn,
n ∈ {1, 2, . . . N2}, are only weakly correlated and thus the distribution of the activations A3s?
will again resemble a normal distribution due to the central limit theorem. Other random
variables (virtual observations, responses) are omitted from this graph.
It is possible to approximate this expectation by sampling from Pθ(XLs? |X0s?), which is straight-
forward to do, since the conditionals Pθ(X ls? |X l−1s? ) are normal distributions and can be sam-
pled sequentially for each layer l. Thus a maximum likelihood estimate of the model parame-
ters θ can by obtained by performing stochastic gradient descent using sampled gradients after
applying the reparameterization trick [Kingma and Welling, 2013] on (20).
While stochastic training has been proven to find parameter optima that generalize better
to unseen data samples, it also slows training down considerably because it leads to noisy
estimates of the gradient, which, in turn, require the learning rate to be kept at least a mag-
nitude lower compared to noise-free algorithms to prevent the trajectory in parameter space
from becoming unstable. To increase the speed of training and make it comparable with that
of a conventional neural network, we will therefore demonstrate how to analytically calculate
Pθ(X
L
s? |X0s?) by propagating distributions through a parametric GPN network in the following
section.
4.2 Central Limit Activations
Consider the excerpt of a GPN feed-forward network shown in fig. 3. Since the inputs are
observed, the distribution of each GPN in layer 1 is a univariate normal distribution with all
GPNs being pairwise independent. The activations of the GPNs in layer 2 are given by a matrix
multiplication of the outputs of layer 1, thus they follow a multivariate normal distribution. In
general the distribution of the outputs of the GPNs in layer 2 is not normal, since the activation
function can transform the incoming distribution arbitrarily.
The central limit theorem for weakly dependent random variables [Lehmann, 2004] states
12
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Figure 4: The figure shows the CDF of the distribution of activations of a GPN in layer 3 of
the GPN feed-forward network shown in fig. 3. The red line shows the empirical distribution
obtained by propagating 1000 draws from X1s? through layer 2 and applying the weights W
3.
The dashed blue line is the CDF of a best-fit normal distribution on this data.
that if Z1, . . . , ZN are N random variables with E[Zi] = µ and Var(Zi) = σ2, then
SN ,
√
N
[(
1
N
N∑
n=1
Zn
)
− µ
]
(21)
converges to a normal distribution in the limit N →∞, provided that
lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
j 6=i
Cov(Zi, Zj) <∞ . (22)
For the activations of a GPN with index n within layer 3 this condition evaluates to
lim
N2→∞
1
N2
N2∑
m=1
N2∑
m′=1
m 6=m′
Cov
(
X2smW
3
mn, X
2
sm′W
3
m′n
)
<∞ . (23)
If the weights W 3 are initialized randomly from an iid. distribution, it is clear that this con-
dition holds before training is performed and thus A3s? converges to a normal distribution.
However, it is not possible to predict how the weight distribution develops during training.
Thus it is necessary to turn to an empirical analysis of their behavior. [Wang and Manning,
2013] performed such an analysis on the activations of a conventional neural network using a
sigmoidal activation function. They showed empirically that the activation of each neuron re-
mains normally distributed even after the network has been trained to convergence, provided
that the number of incoming connections is large enough.
To determine how many GPNs are necessary to obtain a reasonable approximation of the
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normal distribution, we perform the following experiment. We instantiate a three-layer GPN
feed-forward network, as in fig. 3, with different numbers of GPNs in layer 1 and 2. Their
weights are sampled from a standard normal distribution and the activation function of each
GPN is randomly sampled from a zero-mean GP with the SE covariance function with unit
lengthscale. A random input vector is drawn and the parameters of the distribution for X1s?
are calculated. Then 1000 samples are drawn from X1s? and propagated through each network
until reaching A3s?. The resulting empirical CDFs of A
3
s? for two networks are shown in fig. 4
together with the best-fit normal CDFs. For a very small network with only 3 GPNs on both
layers it is apparent that the activations are not normally distributed. As the number of GPNs
increases the empirical distribution approaches a normal distribution. Having 10 GPNs in both
layers is enough for the distribution to resemble a Gaussian very closely.
We have thus motivated analytically and verified empirically that assuming a multivariate
normal distribution over the activations Als? for all layers l is a reasonable choice for non-
degenerate networks of parametric GPNs. The parameters for this multivariate normal,
P˜(Als?) = N (Als? | µ˜A
l
s? , Σ˜
Al
s??) , (24)
are obtained by calculating the expectation and covariance,
µ˜A
l
sn , EP(Als? |Al−1s? )P˜(Al−1s? )[A
l
sn] , (25a)
Σ˜A
l
snm , CovP(Als? |Al−1s? )P˜(Al−1s? )(A
l
sn, A
l
sm) . (25b)
It turns out that both can be evaluated exactly and in closed form as we will show in the
following section. Note that here Σ˜ describes the covariance between different GPNs within
a layer while Σ from (16b) captures the covariance between different samples for the same
parametric GPN.
4.3 Propagation of Mean and Covariance
Since Als? = X
l−1
s? W
l we have for each layer
µ˜A
l
s? = µ˜
Xl−1
s? W
l , Σ˜A
l
s?? = (W
l)T Σ˜X
l−1
s?? W
l , (26)
where µ˜X
l−1
and Σ˜X
l−1
are the mean and covariance ofX l−1, which is not necessarily normally
distributed. We now have to calculate µ˜X
l
and Σ˜X
l
given µ˜A
l
and Σ˜A
l
. Note that we do not
imply that X l is normally distributed, we just use the symbols µ˜X
l
and Σ˜X
l
to denote the mean
and covariance of it.
The first layer, l = 1, already follows a normal distribution, since its inputs and thus activa-
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tions are deterministic. Thus we set
µ˜X
1
sn = µ
X1
sn , Σ˜
X1
snm = Σ
X1
ssn δnm (27)
with µX
1
sn and Σ
X1
ssn given by (16) and δnm being the Kronecker delta.
For the following layers, l > 1, we proceed as follows. To calculate the mean vector we
apply the law of total expectation and get
µ˜X
l
sn = E[X
l
sn] = EP˜(Als?)
[
EP(Xls? |Als?)[X
l
sn]
]
= E
P˜(Als?)
[µX
l
sn ] . (28)
By inserting µX
l
sn from (16a) we further obtain
µ˜X
l
sn =
(
E
P˜(Als?)
[αls?n]
)T
κl??n U
l
?n (29)
with
αlsrn , k
λln
SE(A
l
sn, V
l
rn) , κ
l
??n , [K ln(V l?n, V l?n) + diag(Sl?n)]−1 . (30)
Noting that the SE covariance function can be written as the unnormalized PDF of a Gaussian
and applying the product formula for two Gaussian PDFs gives [Bromiley, 2003, Quiñonero-
Candela et al., 2002]
ψlrn , E[αlrn] =
√
(λln)
2
(λln)
2 + Σ˜Alsnn
exp
(
− (µ˜
Al
sn − V lrn)2
2((λln)
2 + Σ˜Alsnn)
)
. (31)
This concludes the calculation of the mean of X l.
For the covariance matrix we obtain by expanding the occurring expectations
Σ˜X
l
snm = Cov(X
l
sn, X
l
sm) = EP˜(Als?)
[
EP(Xls? |Als?)[X
l
snX
l
sm]
]
− µ˜Xlsn µ˜X
l
sm . (32)
We must now differentiate between on-diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the covariance
matrix. For elements representing the variance, n = m, we note that E[X2] = Var(X) + E[X]2
and obtain
Σ˜X
l
snn = EP˜(Als?)
[
ΣX
l
ssn + (µ
Xl
sn )
2
]
− (µ˜Xlsn )2 , (33)
with
E
[
ΣX
l
ssn
]
= 1− E
[
(αls?)
T κl??n α
l
s?
]
+ (σln)
2 = 1−
∑
r
∑
t
κlrtn Ω
l
srtn + (σ
l
n)
2 , (34)
E
[
(µX
l
sn )
2
]
= E
[
(βl?n)
T αl?n (α
l
?n)
T βl?n
]
=
∑
r
∑
t
βlrnβ
l
tn Ω
l
srtn (35)
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where βl?n , κl??n U l?n. Inserting the derived terms into (33) and simplifying gives
Σ˜X
l
snn = 1− tr
[(
κl??n − βl?n (βl?n)T
)
Ωls??n
]
− tr
(
ψl?n(ψ
l
?n)
T βl?n(β
l
?n)
T
)
+ (σln)
2 . (36)
where the product formula for Gaussian PDFs is used to evaluate Ω to
Ωlsrtn , E[αlrn αltn] =
√
(λln)
2
(λln)
2 + 2Σ˜Alsnn
exp
−
(
µ˜A
l
sn − V
l
rn+V
l
tn
2
)2
(λln)
2 + 2Σ˜Alsnn
− (V
l
rn − V ltn)2
4(λln)
2
 . (37)
For off-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix, n 6= m, we observe that X lsn and X lsm
are conditionally independent given Als? because the activation functions of GPNs n and m are
represented by two different GPs. Exploiting this gives
Σ˜X
l
snm = E
[
µX
l
sn µ
Xl
sm
]
− µ˜Xlsn µ˜X
l
sm = E
[
(βl?n)
T αl?n (α
l
?m)
T βl?m
]
− µ˜Xlsn µ˜X
l
sm
=
∑
r
∑
t
βlrnβ
l
tm Λ
l
srtnm − µ˜X
l
sn µ˜
Xl
sm (38)
where the product formula for two-dimensional Gaussian PDFs is used to evaluate Λ to
Λlsrtnm , E[αlrnαltm] =
λln λ
l
m exp(A /B)√
[(λln)
2 + Σ˜Alsnn] [(λ
l
m)
2 + Σ˜Alsmm]− (Σ˜Alsnm)2
, (39)
A , (V lrm − µ˜A
l
sm)
2 [(λln)
2 + Σ˜A
l
snn] + (V
l
tn − µ˜A
l
sn)
2 [(λlm)
2 + Σ˜A
l
smm] +
2 (V ltd − µ˜A
l
sn) (µ˜
Al
sm − V lrm) Σ˜A
l
snm ,
B , 2
{[
(λln)
2 + Σ˜A
l
snn
] [
(λlm)
2 + Σ˜A
l
smm
]
− (Σ˜Alsmn)2
}
.
This concludes the calculation of the covariance matrix of X l.
We are now able to analytically propagate the mean and covariance of all data points
through all layers of a feed-forward GPN stack. The moments of the distribution P˜θ(XLs? |X0s?)
are calculated by iterative applications of eqs. (26), (29), (36) and (38) for l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L}.
4.4 Evaluating the Loss
For a regression task, we use the loss measure
Lreg(y, t) , −δ(y − t) . (40)
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where δ(z) is the delta distribution. Inserting this loss measure into (20) and expanding the
expectation over the responses FL of the last layer leads to
Lreg(θ) = − 1
S
S∑
s=1
∫∫
P(FLs? |X0s?) P(XLs? |FLs?) δ(XLs? − Ts?) dFLs? dXLs?
= − 1
S
S∑
s=1
EP(FLs? |X0s?)
[
P(XLs? = Ts? |FLs?)
]
. (41)
We can further take the logarithm and apply Jensen’s inequality to obtain the negative log-
likelihood objective function,
− log(−Lreg(θ)) ≤ Lll(θ) = − 1
S
S∑
s=1
EP(FLs? |X0s?)
[
log P(XLs? = Ts? |FLs?)
]
, (42)
which is an upper bound of the logarithmic regression loss. We replace P(FLs? |X0s?) by the
distribution P˜(FLs? |X0s?) obtained by propagating moments as done in section 4.3. Evaluating
the expectation in (42) gives
Lll(θ) ∝ −S
NL∑
n=1
log σLn −
1
2
S∑
s=1
NL∑
n=1
(Tsn)
2 − 2Tsn E
[
FLsn
]
+ E
[
(FLsn)
2
]
(σLn )
2
(43)
with E
[
FLsn
]
= µ˜X
L
sn given by (29) and
E
[
(FLsn)
2
]
= 1− tr[(κL??n − βL?n(βL?n)T )ΩLs??n] , (44)
which was calculated in the same way as (36) and uses κ, β, Ω from that equation. Thus we
obtained a fully deterministic expression for an upper bound of the logarithmic regression loss.
For a classification task we use the cross-entropy loss measure, resulting in the loss
Lclass(θ) ,
1
S
S∑
s=1
EP(XLs? |X0s?)
[
Ts? · log softmax(AL+1s? )
]
(45)
where AL+1s? , XLs?WL+1 is a final linear combination of the model outputs using the weights
WL+1. The targets Ts? use a one-hot encoding for the classes, · denotes the scalar product
between two vectors and
softmax(o)i ,
exp oi∑
j exp oj
. (46)
It is not possible to exactly evaluate the expectation in (45) over the softmax function.
A method for approximate evaluation of such expectations without the necessity to sample
is the unscented transform [Julier and Uhlmann, 1996]. It works by propagating determin-
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istically chosen points that represent the normal distribution of AL+1s? through the function
and using the transformed points to estimate the mean and covariance of the transformed
distribution. Applying the unscented transform the loss becomes
Lclass(θ) =
1
S
S∑
s=1
2NL∑
i=0
Wi Ts? · log softmax(xsi) (47)
where xsi are the 2NL + 1 sigma points with associated weights Wi given by
xs0 , µ˜X
L
s? W
L+1 , W0 ,
κ
NL + κ
, (48a)
xsi , µ˜X
L
s? W
L+1 + Si? , Wi , 1
2 (NL + κ)
, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NL} , (48b)
xs,i+d , µ˜X
L
s? W
L+1 − Si? , Wi+d , 1
2 (NL + κ)
, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , NL} , (48c)
where for the parameter κ we usually use κ = 3−NL and
S , chol[(NL + κ) (WL+1)T Σ˜XLs??WL+1] (49)
is the Cholesky decomposition of the scaled covariance matrix. The Cholesky decomposition is
differentiable [Smith, 1995,Murray, 2016] and thus the derivative of the loss can be calculated
through this operation. Note that if the covariance matrix Σ˜X
L
s?? is assumed to be diagonal,
the Cholesky decomposition is given by the square root of the diagonal elements and is thus
inexpensive to compute.
In conclusion, we have derived completely deterministic training objectives for a feed-
forward parametric GPN network using analytic propagation of means and covariances from
layer to layer, resulting in loss functions that can be minimized using mini-batch gradient
descent with derivatives computed using automatic differentiation. By minimizing the derived
losses, the predicted variance of the model predictions XL is taken into account. A prediction
that is far off from the ground truth will be penalized stronger if the GPN stack simultaneously
predicts a low variance, i.e. high confidence, at the same time. Consequently during training
the model not only learns to predict the targets but also to self-estimate the confidence of its
predictions.
4.5 Computational and Model Complexity
To represent the activation functions a parametric GPN layer requires 3R parameters per GPN,
where R is the number of virtual observations. GPNs require no bias term, because it is equiv-
alent to an offset in the targets corresponding to the inducing points. To reduce the number of
parameters the locations of the inducing points V can be fixed, for example using equidistantly
18
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(b) GPN using 8 virtual observations
Figure 5: Common activation functions approximated by a parametric GPN with 5 or 8 virtual
observations (red circles) respectively. The dotted line shows the actual activation functions,
while the red line is the approximation by the parametric GPN. The standard deviation is
shown using gray shading.
placed points, so that only 2R parameters are required. Furthermore, the standard deviations
S of the targets U can be shared between all inducing points, resulting in only R + 1 param-
eters per GPN. Finally, to further reduce the number of required parameters we can apply
the weight sharing idea from CNNs and use a common set of virtual observations and thus
activation functions within a group of GPNs or even within a whole layer.
Since the flexibility of the parametric GPN is controlled by R, care must be taken not to
choose a too small R since this would limit the activation functions representable by the GPN
and thus the power of a feed-forward network constructed from these GPNs. A good heuristic
for choosing R is so that the GPN is able to represent the most common activation functions
currently in use. For that purpose, we empirically modeled the hyperbolic tangent and rectifier
activation functions with a GPN using a varying number of inducing points and compared
the resulting approximation to the original function. From fig. 5 we can see that R = 8
virtual observations with equidistant inducing points are enough to represent these activation
functions with high accuracy.
The computational complexities of propagating mean and covariance from layer to layer
are shown in table 2. The complexity of calculating the responses can be significantly reduced
from O(NlR3) to O(NlR2) by keeping the inducing points V l and variances Sl fixed, because
in this case the tensor κl given by (30) is fixed and can be precomputed. Another method to
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expression complexity
activations given µ˜X
l−1
s? , Σ˜
Xl−1
s?
mean µ˜A
l
s? (26) O(NlNl−1)
variance diag(Σ˜A
l
s??) (26) O(NlNl−1)
covariance Σ˜A
l
s?? (26) O(N2l Nl−1 +NlN2l−1)
responses given µ˜A
l
s? , Σ˜
Al
s? variable V, S fixed V, S
mean µ˜X
l
s? (29) O(NlR3) O(NlR2)
variance diag(Σ˜X
l
s??) (36) O(NlR3) O(NlR2)
covariance Σ˜X
l
s?? (38) O(N2l R3) O(N2l R2)
Table 2: Computational complexity of propagating the mean and variance or covariance from
layer l− 1 to layer l. The exponent O(R3) comes from the complexity of matrix multiplication
and inversion.
save computational complexity is to only propagate the variances, i.e. diagonal of the covari-
ance matrix, through the GPN stack. This reduces the complexity of computing the activations
fromO(N2l Nl−1+NlN2l−1) toO(NlNl−1) and the complexity of computing the responses from
O(N2l R3) to O(NlR3).
Note, that the number of parameters and the computational complexity of propagating the
means and covariances only depend on the number of virtual observations and parametric
GPNs; therefore the memory requirement is independent of the number of training samples
and the required training time per epoch scales linearly with the number of training samples.
Thus, like a conventional neural network, a parametric feed-forward GPN can inherently be
trained on datasets of unlimited size.
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5 Approximate Bayesian Inference
Introducing learnable activation functions into a neural network increases its expressive power
and thus the associated risk of overfitting when maximum likelihood training is performed.
Thus it is sensible to turn to Bayesian inference instead, which gives a posterior distribution of
the model parameters instead of a point estimate. Bayesian inference requires a prior distri-
bution on the parameters. The original concept of the non-parametric GPN (section 3) was to
have a GP prior on the activation function of each unit; hence the natural choice for a prior on
the virtual observations of a parametric GPN is such that the GP prior on the activation func-
tion is restored when the virtual observations are marginalized out. This is indeed possible
and the first use of this prior-restoring technique was in finding inducing points for variational
sparse GP regression [Titsias, 2009].
We now treat the virtual observation targets U l?n of each GPN as random variables with the
prior distribution
P(U l?n |V l?n) = N
(
U l?n |0,K ln(V l?n, V l?n)
)
(50)
and set the variance to zero, Slrn = 0, since it has become redundant now that the targets are
stochastic themselves. It can be verified that the marginal
∫
P(F l?n |X l−1, U l?n) P(U l?n |V l?n) dU l?n
has exactly the same distribution as P(F l?n |X l−1) from (9).
The joint distribution of a parametric GPN feed-forward network is thus given by
P({X}L1 , {A}L1 , {U}L1 , {F}L1 |X0) =
L∏
l=1
P(Al |X l−1) P(U l) P(F l |Al, U l) P(X l |F l) . (51)
A graphical model corresponding to that distribution with training targets XL observed is
shown in fig. 6a. Because exact inference is intractable we use variational inference [Bishop,
2006] to compute an approximate Bayesian posterior of the model parameters.
Since the information about the activation functions learned from the training data is me-
diated via the virtual observation targets U l, their variational posterior must be adaptable in
order to store that information. Hence, we choose a normal distribution factorized over the
GPN units within a layer with free mean and covariance for the variational posterior of U l,
Q(U l) ,
Nl∏
n=1
Q(U l?n) , Q(U
l
?n) , N (U l?n | µ̂U
l
?n, Σ̂
U l
??n) . (52)
This allows the inducing targets of a GPN to be correlated, but the covariance matrix can be
constrained to be diagonal, if it is desired to reduce the number of model parameters. We
keep the rest of the model distribution unchanged from the prior. Thus the overall variational
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Figure 6: A GPN feed-forward network distribution for three layers and two variational ap-
proximations of its posterior. Each node corresponds to all samples and GPN units within
a layer. Variational parameters are shown as dotted nodes. (a) Exact posterior distribution
P({X}L−11 , {A}L1 , {F}L1 , {U}L1 |X0, XL) that results in a non-parametric GPN feed-forward net-
work when marginalized over {U}L1 . (b) Variational approximation of the inducing targets U l
using the central limit distribution for the marginals of the latent activations Al. (c) Variational
mean-field approximation as performed for deep GPs factorizes over the variables X l.
posterior is given by
Q({U}L1 , {X}L−11 , {A}L1 , {F}L1 ) ,
L∏
l=1
P(Al |X l−1) Q(U l) P(F l |Al, U l) P(X l |F l) , (53)
We further assume that each marginal Q(Al) for l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L} is a normal distribution with
appropriate mean and covariance, i.e.
Q(Al) =
S∏
s=1
Q(Als?) , Q(A
l
s?) = N
(
Als?
∣∣∣ µ˜Als? , Σ˜Als??) . (54)
A graphical model corresponding to this variational posterior is shown in fig. 6b. Note that this
differs from the variational approximation employed for deep GPs, which uses a mean-field ap-
proach [Damianou and Lawrence, 2013] that factorizes over the variables X l, l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , L},
and is shown in fig. 6c.
The variational parameters µ̂U
l
and Σ̂U
l
are estimated by maximizing the evidence lower
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bound (ELBO) given by
L = −
∫
· · ·
∫
Q({U}L1 , {X}L−11 , {A}L1 , {F}L1 ) log
Q({U}L1 , {X}L−11 , {A}L1 , {F}L1 )
P({U}L1 , {X}L1 , {A}L1 , {F}L1 |X0)
·
d{U}L1 d{X}L−11 d{A}L1 d{F}L1 . (55)
Substituting the distributions into this equation results in L = −Lreg+Lpred with the following
terms,
Lreg =
L∑
l=1
∫
Q(U l) log
Q(U l)
P(U l)
dU l , Lpred =
∫
Q(FL) log P(XL |FL) dFL . (56)
The term Lreg can be identified as the sum of the KL-divergences of the virtual observation
targets between their prior and variational posterior. Its purpose is to keep the approximative
posterior close to the prior and thus it can be understood as a regularization term. Disregarding
an additive constant, its value is given by
Lreg ∝ 1
2
L∑
l=1
Nl∑
n=1
tr(K ln(V l?n, V l?n)−1 Σ̂U l??n)+ (µ̂U l?n)TK ln(V l?n, V l?n)−1µ̂U l?n + log ∣∣K ln(V l?n, V l?n)∣∣∣∣∣Σ̂U l??n∣∣∣
 .
(57)
For the term Lpred we expand log P(XL |FL) over the samples and obtain,
Lpred =
S∑
s=1
EQ(FLs? |X0s?)
[
log P(XLs? |FLs?)
]
, (58)
and thus we can evaluate it like (42) by iterative propagation of moments from layer to layer
as we will show now. For l ≥ 1 we have
Q(Al+1) =
∫∫∫
Q(Al) Q(F l |Al) P(X l |F l) P(Al+1 |X l) dAl dF l dX l (59)
with
Q(F l |Al) =
Nl∏
n=1
∫
Q(U l?n) P(F
l
?n |Al?n, U l?n) dU l?n . . (60)
Since Q(F l |Al) is the conditional of a GP with normally distributed observations, the joint
distribution Q(F l?n, U
l
?n |Al?n) = Q(U l?n) P(F l?n |Al?n, U l?n) must itself be normal,
Q(F l?n, U
l
?n |Al?n) = N
([
F l?n
U l?n
] ∣∣∣∣∣
[
µ̂F
l
?n
µ̂U
l
?n
]
,
[
Σ̂F
l
??n Σ˜FU
Σ˜UF Σ̂
U l
??n
])
, (61)
and we can find the values for the unknown parameters µ̂F
l
?n, Σ̂
F l
??n and Σ˜FU = Σ˜
T
UF by equat-
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ing the moments of its conditional distribution Q(F l?n |U l?n, Al?n) with P(F l?n |U l?n, Al?n). The
conditional distribution is given by
Q(F l?n |U l?n, Al?n) = N (F l?n | µ˜, Σ˜) (62)
and thus we obtain the following set of equations by comparing means and covariances,
µ˜ , µ̂F l?n + Σ˜FU (Σ̂U
l
??n)
−1 (U l?n − µ̂U
l
?n) = K
l
n(A
l
?n, V
l
?n)K
l
n(V
l
?n, V
l
?n)
−1 U l?n ,
Σ˜ , Σ̂F l??n − Σ˜FU (Σ̂U
l
??n)
−1 Σ˜UF = K ln(A
l
?n, A
l
?n)−K ln(Al?n, V l?n)K ln(V l?n, V l?n)−1K ln(V l?n, Al?n) ,
where the right sides are obtained from µF
l
?n, Σ
F l
??n given by (16) with S
l
?n = 0 and without the
additional variance (σln)
2. Solving for the three unknowns gives
µ̂F
l
?n = K(A
l
?n, V
l
?n)K(V
l
?n, V
l
?n)
−1 µ̂U
l
?n (63a)
Σ̂F
l
??n = K(A
l
?n, A
l
?n)−K(Al?n, V l?n) K̂U
l
??nK(V
l
?n, A
l
?n) (63b)
Σ˜FU = K(A
l
?n, V
l
?n)K(V
l
?n, V
l
?n)
−1 Σ̂U
l
??n = (Σ˜UF )
T (63c)
with
K̂U
l
??n , K(V l?n, V l?n)−1 −K(V l?n, V l?n)−1 Σ̂U
l
??nK(V
l
?n, V
l
?n)
−1 . (64)
Thus we obtain
Q(F l |Al) =
N l∏
n=1
N (F l?n | µ̂F
l
?n, Σ̂
F l
??n) . (65)
At this point it is instructive to verify that the obtained mean and covariance are consistent with
the deterministic case and with the GP prior. For deterministic observations, that is Σ̂U
l
??n = 0,
we obtain K̂U
l
??n = K(V
l
?n, V
l
?n)
−1 and thus recover standard GP regression. If U l follows its
prior, that is µ̂U
l
?n = 0 and Σ̂
U l
??n = K(V
l
?n, V
l
?n), we obtain µ̂
F l
?n = 0, K̂
U l
??n = 0 and thus recover
the GP prior on F l. In that case the virtual observations behave as if they were not present.
To calculate the mean µ˜A
l+1
s? and covariance Σ˜
Al+1
s?? of the marginal Q(A
l+1
s?? ) from (59) we
apply the same steps as in section 4.3 to distribution (65), resulting in
µ˜A
l+1
s? = µ˜
Xl
s? W
l+1 , Σ˜A
l+1
s?? = (W
l+1)T Σ˜X
l
s??W
l+1 , (66)
The mean of X l is given by
µ˜X
l
sn = ψ
l
s?n κ
l
??n µ̂
U l
?n (67)
with κ and ψ given by eqs. (30) and (31). For the diagonal of the covariance matrix of X l we
obtain
Σ˜X
l
snn = 1− tr
[(
K̂U
l
??n − βl?n (βl?n)T
)
Ωl??n
]
− tr
(
ψl?n(ψ
l
?n)
T βl?n(β
l
?n)
T
)
+ (σln)
2 (68)
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with βl?n , K ln(V l?n, V l?n)−1 µ̂U
l
?n and Ω
l
rtn from (37). The off-diagonal elements of the covari-
ance matrix evaluate to
Σ˜X
l
snm =
∑
r
∑
t
βlrnβ
l
tm Λ
l
srtnm − µ˜F
l
sn µ˜
F l
sm (69)
with Λlsrtnm given by (39).
We can now propagate the moments of the occurring distributions from layer to layer by
iterative application of eqs. (66) to (69) and by doing so we obtain µ˜X
L
and Σ˜X
L
. With these
quantities evaluating the expectation in (58) gives
Lpred = −S
NL∑
n=1
log σLn −
1
2
S∑
s=1
NL∑
n=1
(XLsn)
2 − 2XLsn E
[
FLsn
]
+ E
[
(FLsn)
2
]
(σLn )
2
. (70)
with
EQ(FLs? |X0s?)
[
FLsn
]
= µ˜X
L
sn , EQ(FLs? |X0s?)
[
(FLsn)
2
]
= 1− tr
[(
K̂U
L
??n − βL?n (βL?n)T
)
ΩLs??n
]
,
(71)
where βL?n , KLn (V L?n, V L?n)−1 µ̂U
L
?n and Ω from (37).
This concludes the calculation of all terms of the variational lower bound (55). The re-
sulting variational objective is a fully deterministic function of the parameters. Training of
the model is performed by maximizing L = −Lreg + Lpred, with Lreg given by (57) and Lpred
given by (70), w.r.t. to the variational parameters µ̂U
l
, Σ̂U
l
and the model parameters σl, λl,
W l. This can be performed using any gradient-descent based algorithm in a mini-batch train-
ing routine. Here we have assumed a regression problem, but for a classification task we can
apply the unscented transform as described in section 4.4 to evaluate the resulting Lpred term.
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6 The Relation to Deep Gaussian Processes
Deep Gaussian processes [Damianou and Lawrence, 2013] is a framework for hierarchical
composition of GP functions. Similar to the GPN model, outputs of one GP are used as the
input for another one; thus graphical models resembling the structure of a feed-forward neu-
ral network can be formed. Deep GPs also employ the variational sparse GP method using
inducing points developed by [Titsias, 2009] to make inference tractable. However, as we will
show now, GPNs have a number of advantages over deep GPs both in model complexity and
efficiency of inference.
A GP within the deep GP framework takes multidimensional input, i.e. each input connec-
tion adds an input dimension to the GP it connects to. The connections in a deep GP do not use
weights to compute a weighted sum as it is done in the GPN model. Instead, each GP uses the
ARD covariance function that has an individual lengthscale parameter per input dimension.
By interpreting the lengthscale of the ARD covariance function as the inverse of a weight, we
can write for the covariance function of a deep GP,
kARD(y,y
′) = exp
[
−
∑
d
w2d(yd − y′d)2
]
.
Compared to that, the effective covariance function of a GPN is
kGPN(y,y
′) = exp
−(∑
d
wd(yd − y′d)
)2 .
Thus taking the square before or after summation is what distinguishes GPNs from deep GPs in
their essence. Although at first glance this seems to be a rather small difference, it leads to a
series of consequences that clearly distinguishes both models.
The first consequence is that each GP in the deep GP framework works in a multidimen-
sional function space. The dimensionality is determined by the number of input connections
and thus in a feed-forward model it equals the number of units in the previous layer. Hence
the inducing points of the virtual observations used for efficient inference are also multidimen-
sional. This implies that the number of virtual observations required to evenly cover the input
space scales exponentially with the number of input dimensions and thus incoming connec-
tions. Figure 7a shows the predictive mean of a two-dimensional GP with the ARD covariance
function with four observations. As one moves further away from these observations the pre-
dictive mean returns to zero.
On the other hand a GPN, like every artificial neuron, computes the projection of its inputs
onto its weight vector resulting in a scalar value. Thus no matter how many input connections
are present, a GPN always works in a one-dimensional function space. Hence the inducing
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points of the virtual observations are also one-dimensional and the number of virtual obser-
vations per GPN is unaffected by the number of incoming connections. Figure 7b shows the
predictive mean of a GP using a projection of a two-dimensional input space and four ob-
servations. Thus inducing points become inducing lines or inducing hyperplanes when more
than two dimensions are concerned. It might be argued that the expressive power is vastly
reduced by using a projection, however this is not the case in a GPN feed-forward network
as the following argument demonstrates. Figure 7d also shows the predictive mean of a GP
using a projection of a two-dimensional input space but with different weights. Assume that
fig. 7b and fig. 7d are the outputs of two GPNs located in the same layer. For the sake of
argument further assume that this particular layer consists only of these two GPNs. Then the
activations of a GPN in the subsequent layer is formed by a linear combination of the output
of these two GPNs. The resulting activation (using equal weights) is shown in fig. 7c and, as
it can be seen, it produces functions varying in both input dimensions. Here, the number of
virtual observations required to evenly cover the input space scales linearly with the number
of input dimensions. Furthermore, the virtual observations can now be interpreted as a grid in
input space, thus making it unlikely that an input point is located far away from all inducing
hyperplanes.
The second consequence is that the inputs to a GP in a deep GP model cannot converge
to a normal distribution because no linear combination (as in a neural network) is performed.
This leaves two methods for training and inference of a deep GP: stochastic variational infer-
ence, which is computationally expensive due to sampling, or using a mean-field variational
posterior (fig. 6c) which does not work well in practice. Furthermore, the mean-field outputs
of each GP within a deep GP must be inferred alongside the model parameters during mini-
mization of the variational objective function, leading to many more parameters to optimize.
For instance [Salimbeni and Deisenroth, 2017] observed that deep GPs are difficult to train for
these reasons and reverted to a stochastic inference algorithm to avoid this problem, albeit at
significantly higher computational costs.
On the other hand, the central limit theorem is applicable to the activation of each GPN,
guaranteeing that the activations will converge to a normal distribution if a GPN has a sufficient
number of input connection. This leads to the marginally normal variational posterior that we
derived in section 5. The variational objective function resembles the structure of a neural
network, which makes GPNs directly usable in other network architectures such as RNNs and
CNNs simply by adjusting eq. (66) accordingly.
Taken together both consequences show that the design of a GPN leads to a more sound
and efficient training procedure with fewer parameters to optimize compared to a deep GP.
These advances were possible by using a weight projection inside a standard SE covariance
function instead of an ARD covariance function. This crucial difference is what enabled us to
derive the efficient variational objective.
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Figure 7: GP with ARD covariance function as it occurs in a deep GP (top) versus GPNs us-
ing projections (bottom) in two-dimensional space. (a) The predictive mean of a GP in two-
dimensional space using the ARD covariance function and four observations placed in two-
dimensional space. (b) The predictive mean of a GP using a projection of two-dimensional
inputs and four one-dimensional observations that are represented as lines in input space. (d)
Shows the same as (b) but using a different projection. (c) A linear combination of the pre-
dictive means of (b) and (d) as it occurs in the activation of a GPN receiving inputs from the
GPNs shown in (b) and (d). Taken together their observations form a grid in two-dimensional
space.
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7 Benchmarks and Experiments
This section describes the experiments performed to estimate the performance of GPN feed-
forward networks. The datasets on which the models are evaluated are introduced and the
performance is compared to conventional feed-forward neural networks. Experiments are
performed using maximum likelihood inference using the parametric GPN model. Later we
will add experimental results for variational Bayesian training of the GPN model. Furthermore,
this section discusses the empirical computational and memory requirements.
7.1 Datasets
To evaluate how well a parametric GPN model performs on real-world classification problems,
we test it on three datasets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [Lichman, 2013] as
well as on the MNIST database of handwritten digits [Lecun and Cortes, 1998]. Hereby our
aim is not yet to beat the current state of the art performance on these datasets, since the liter-
ature [Agostinelli et al., 2014] shows that trainable activation function are mostly beneficial to
large convolutional models for image classification. Instead, we focus on verifying the imple-
mentation, efficiency and trade-offs of parametric GPN feed-forward models on different kinds
of classification datasets compared to conventional neural networks with a fixed sigmoidal or
hyperbolic tangent activation function regularized by the Dropout technique [Srivastava et al.,
2014]. The datasets were primarily chosen so that they do not only differ in size but also cover
different kinds of features and targets. Consequently, successful training on this selection of
datasets shows that GPNs are applicable to a variety of tasks and it is worthwhile to implement
convolutional architectures based on GPNs to tackle current image classification problems on
large datasets such as CIFAR-100 [Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2009] and ImageNet [Deng et al.,
2009]. We shortly describe the properties of the dataset before continuing with the training
procedures.
UCI Letter Recognition Dataset
The UCI Letter Recognition dataset, first used in [Frey and Slate, 1991], consists of 20 000 sam-
ples with 16 continuous input features per sample. All features are calculated from pixel im-
ages of the 26 capital characters of the English alphabet, with each image showing a single
letter in one of 20 different fonts. Furthermore the character images are randomly distorted
to increase the variation of the dataset. The 16 precomputed features, consisting of statistical
moments and edge counts, are used as input to the classifier. The objective is to identify the
character.
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UCI Adult Dataset
The UCI Adult dataset, introduced by [Kohavi, 1996], consists of 6 continuous and 8 categori-
cal features containing census data taken from 48 848 U.S. citizens collected in the year 1994.
The continuous features consists amongst others of the age, weight, work hours per week and
years of educations. The categorical features include such information as highest obtained
degree, martial status, race, sex and country of origin. The binary target objective is to predict
whether a person’s income exceeded 50 000 USD or not. This dataset contains missing features
for some samples, which we replaced by an additional “unknown” category for categorical
features and by zero for continuous features.
UCI Connect-4 Dataset
In contrast to the previous datasets, the Connect-4 dataset (John Tromp, [Lichman, 2013])
consists only of categorical features. Each of its 42 features represents the state of a field on
the board of a Connect-4 game with a board size of 6× 7. The categories encode whether the
position is currently occupied by player 1, by player 2 or is free. The dataset contains all legal
positions in which neither player has won yet and in which the next move is not forced; in total
the dataset contains 67 557 samples. The data is used to classify the game result for player 1 if
she plays optimally into one of the three classes: “win”, “loss” or “draw”.
MNIST Dataset
The MNIST database of handwritten digits [Lecun and Cortes, 1998] is one of the most com-
monly used machine learning datasets for image classification. It consists of 60 000 training and
10 000 test examples. We further split the training examples into a training and validation set.
Each input consists a 28× 28 pixel image of a handwritten digit that has to be classified. This
task is similar to classification on the letter-recognition dataset, with the main difference being,
that instead of using precomputed image features the model receives the raw, grayscale image
data as input. The MNIST dataset has been widely used to evaluate the performance of neural
network based classifiers [Hinton and Salakhutdinov, 2006,Hinton et al., 2012,Salakhutdinov
and Hinton, 2009,Hinton, 2007] and is thus a natural choice for evaluating trainable activation
functions in a neural architecture.
7.1.1 Preprocessing
The continuous input features of all datasets are rescaled and shifted to lie in the interval [0, 1];
for categorical features the one-hot encoding scheme is used. It encodes a categorical feature
as a vector having as many entries as there are categories with the entry for the active category
being set to one and all other entries being set to zero. The split between training and test set
is kept as provided in the datasets; furthermore the original training set is randomly split into
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a smaller training set and a validation set consisting of 10% of the original training samples.
The test set is only used to report final classification accuracies and not used in any way during
training.
7.2 Maximum Likelihood Training of Parametric GPNs
In this section we perform experiments using the parametric GPN with central limit activations
developed in section 4 with the goal of evaluating the feasibility of using GPNs as a drop-in
replacement for conventional artificial neurons.
7.2.1 Model Variants
As stated in theoretical analysis of the computational complexity in table 2, propagating mean,
variance and the full covariance matrix from layer to layer comes with different computational
and memory requirements. To analyze the trade-offs between runtime and prediction accuracy
of these different approximations we train parametric GPNs by only propagating the mean, by
propagating the mean and only the diagonal of the covariance matrix and by propagating the
mean and the full covariance matrix. To only propagate the mean, all layer variances Σ˜X
l
s?? are
assumed to be zero and only eqs. (26) and (29) are evaluated for each layer; thereby the prob-
abilistic nature of the model is eliminated and the GPNs become conventional neurons with
an activation function that is given by interpolating between their inducing points and targets.
Including the variance diag(Σ˜X
l
s??) in the computations is done by setting all off-diagonal ele-
ments of the layer covariance matrices to zero and using eqs. (26) and (36). For the full model
we propagate Σ˜X
l
s?? from layer to layer by employing eqs. (26) and (38). The wall clock time
and memory requirements of each approach are measured.
In preparatory experiments it became apparent that the virtual observation variances were
driven to zero, leading to overfitting. Such problems are common with maximum likelihood
inference and thus a penalty of the form
LS(θ) =
L∑
l=1
1
Nl
Nl∑
n=1
1
R
R∑
r=1
αS σ
(
βS
|Slrn|
)
(72)
where σ is the logistic function, αs = 0.1 and βs = 10−3, was added to the loss function.
Note that this ad-hoc penalty is unnecessary when the variational Bayesian training objective
derived in section 5 is used.
The virtual observations of the parametric GPN model can be shared between different
GPNs resulting in GPNs that use the same activation function. Obviously this reduces the
number of model parameters and furthermore the computational complexity. To assess the
impact of sharing on model accuracy, we train two variants of GPN feed-forward networks:
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an independent, where each GPN has its individual virtual observations, and a layer-shared,
where all GPNs within a layer share one activation function.
7.2.2 Implementation
Implementation was performed in a custom framework that generates CUDA kernels for com-
plex expressions like eqs. (31), (37) and (38). Contrary to established frameworks like Theano
[Al-Rfou et al., 2016] or TensorFlow [Abadi et al., 2015], such an expression and its derivatives
are evaluated fully inside a single CUDA kernel (including the occurring sums). This proved
essential to obtain acceptable performance, which is otherwise hampered by the occurrence
of many small tensors corresponding to the virtual observations in the computational graph.
Derivatives of such expressions were calculated using the method described in [Urban and
van der Smagt, 2017].
7.2.3 Initialization
Preparatory experiments showed that the inducing points V lrn of each GPN remained mostly
unchanged during training; hence 14 inducing points are initialized using linear spacing in
the interval [−2, 2] and kept fixed during training. The corresponding targets U lrn are either
initialized from a standard normal distribution or set equal to V lrn, resulting in the identity
function. We also tried initializing the targets to values of a well-known activation function,
such as the hyperbolic tangent or the rectifier, but found no significant benefit. All virtual
observation variances Slrn are initialized to the constant value of
√
0.1 and optimized during
training alongside with the targets.
The weights W lnm of each layer l are initialized using a uniform distribution with support
[−r, r] where r = √6/√Nl−1 +Nl+1. This initialization has been recommended by [Glorot
and Bengio, 2010] for training of deep neural network using the hyperbolic tangent activation
function. The motivation behind choosing r as described is to ensure that at the beginning of
training the activations of most neurons start in the linear range of the hyperbolic tangent func-
tion. Although we are not using this function, it is desirable for the activations of GPNs to fall
within the range of their inducing points; thus this weight initialization method is applicable
here.
7.2.4 Training
Training is performed by minimizing the expected loss L (θ) as calculated by the unscented
transform (47) of the softmax cross-entropy loss (45) using the Adam optimizer [Kingma and
Ba, 2014]. The initial learning rate is 10−3 and is decreased by factor 10 each time the valida-
tion loss stops improving for a predefined number of training iterations. When the learning rate
reaches 10−6 and no improvement is seen on the validation set, training is terminated and the
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model parameters of the best iteration as seen on the validation set are used to calculated the
reported classification accuracies. Each experiment is repeated five times with different ran-
dom seeds for the initialization. For comparison we also train a conventional neural network
of the same architecture with a fixed hyperbolic tangent activation function and regularized
using the fast Dropout method [Wang and Manning, 2013].
7.2.5 Results
The below results are preliminary, as we did no hyperparameter tuning within the GPN archi-
tecture. An exemplary loss curve and training rate schedule of a parametric GPN feed-forward
network is shown in fig. 8. In this example the initial learning rate of 10−3 is automatically
decreased after 400 iterations to 10−4 and then again after 9 000 iterations to 10−6. Training is
terminated after 20 000 iterations. Like a conventional feed-forward neural network, the losses
decrease smoothly due to the use of a fully deterministic loss.
The accuracies of all experiments are reported in table 3 and the resource usage of the
different propagation approaches is shown in table 4. As expected the conventional neural
network with a fixed activation function is fastest; however relative to that using a GPN is
only four times slower when propagating the means and the variances. This includes both the
times for forward propagation and for calculating the gradient w.r.t. the weights and virtual
observations using back propagation. The propagation of the GPN mean and variance leads to
significantly better results than the propagation of the mean alone on all datasets. However,
the propagation of the full covariance matrix is about 12 times computationally more expensive
than the propagation of the mean and variance and it did not show significant benefits to the
accuracy of the model in preparatory experiments.
Sharing the GPN virtual observations over all GPNs within a layer does not provide any
benefits on the test accuracy in our experiments, thus suggesting that the flexibility of having a
separate activation function per GPN is beneficial to the model and the increase in the number
of parameters does not lead to overfitting. On the UCL Adult dataset GPNs profited from ini-
tializing their virtual observations so that the initial activation function is the identity function;
however doing the same on the UCL Letter Recognition dataset did not yield any significant
improvement.
Figure 9 shows examples of activation functions that are commonly encountered in a GPN
feed-forward network after training it on UCL Connect-4 dataset. The activation functions in
the first layer vary much stronger than those in the upper two layers. Most commonly functions
in the first layer resemble sine-like functions and are approximately axis-symmetric w.r.t. the
y-axis. As we move to the second and third layer, sigmoid-shaped and linear functions become
more common. This might indicate that the first layer exploits a periodicity in the input data
while the top two layers act as feature-detectors by gating their inputs.
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Propagation using Memory usage Iteration time
fixed act. function 30 MB 9 ms
GPN means only 94 MB 29 ms
GPN means and variances 113 MB 36 ms
GPN means and full covariances 227 MB 118 ms
Table 4: Memory usage and time for performing one iteration of forward- and back-
propagation of a layer of 50 neurons or GPNs using different propagation methods. Values
should only be used for relative comparisons within this table since some irrelevant opera-
tions, such as data reading, are included in the memory usage and iterations time. Memory
usage includes the memory used for storing intermediate results for calculation of the deriva-
tives using backpropagation.
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Figure 8: Training, validation and test losses during training of a parametric GPN feed-forward
network with mean and variance propagation on the UCL Connect-4 dataset. The lower panel
shows the scheduling of the learning rate. The progression of the loss is smooth and stable due
to the use of a fully deterministic objective.
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Figure 9: Three activation function from each layer of a parametric GPN feed-forward network
that was trained on the UCL Connect-4 dataset. The virtual observations are shown as red dots
together with their standard deviation.
7.2.6 Discussion
The results presented here show that parametric GPNs have consistently better performance
than a conventional neural network using a fixed activation function on real-world datasets of
small size. The execution speed of a GPN network is about 25% of that of a conventional ANN
with a fixed activation function. Propagating mean and variances through the GPN network
significantly improves the quality of its predictions and its generalization ability. Propagating
full covariance matrices yields only marginal improvements, which cannot be justified by the
vastly increased usage of computational time and memory. The benefit of how the activation
functions are initialized is dataset-dependend and sharing virtual observations does not yield
improvements.
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When a conventional neural network is regularized using the fast Dropout method, GPNs
win on some datasets while conventional neural networks perform better on others. We
strongly suspect that the generalization capabilities of GPNs much outperform deep neural
networks with, e.g., ReLU functions, due to stronger nonlinearities in their neurons. Future
experiments will be conducted to investigate this assumption, esp. related to CNNs. Note
that these experiments were performed on small datasets using maximum likelihood inference
and not the Bayesian inference described in section 5. Future experiments will concentrate
on testing GPNs in CNNs using large datasets, because historically novel and learnable ac-
tivation functions were shown to significantly improve [Krizhevsky et al., 2012, Maas et al.,
2013,Agostinelli et al., 2014,He et al., 2015] these models.
7.3 Bayesian Training of GPNs
In this section we perform experiments using GPN networks trained using approximative
Bayesian inference section 5.
Experiments are currently being conducted and results will be added when they be-
come available.
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8 Conclusion
We proposed to place a GP prior over the activation function of each neuron. This has three
consequences. First, the neuron using this activation function becomes a probabilistic unit,
allowing it to handle uncertain inputs and estimate the confidence of its output. Second, com-
plexity of the activation function is penalized in a probabilistically sound Bayesian setting;
this guards the model against overfitting. Third, the squared exponential covariance func-
tion ensures that all activation functions are smooth and therefore continuous derivatives are
available. This resulted in the non-parametric GPN model, which shows these theoretically
attractive properties, but performing inference is expensive due to its non-parametric nature.
An overview of the course of action we took to make GPNs tractable is shown in fig. 10.
Starting from a non-parametric model we derived a variational approximation of the posterior.
Based on methods proposed for sparse GP regression, we introduced an auxiliary model, the
parametric GPN, that provides inexpensive inference but is also less attractive since inference
is performed by maximizing the likelihood. We then showed that it is possible to recover the
non-parametric GPN model by placing an appropriate prior over the parameters of a para-
metric GPN. Furthermore, we showed that the distribution of activations in both randomly
initialized and fully trained neural networks closely resembles a normal distribution due to the
central limit theorem. Taken together, these two steps allowed us to derive a fully determin-
istic, variational objective to train a non-parametric GPN by stochastic gradient descent. This
objective has the same functional structure as that of a conventional neural network and thus
GPNs can be directly included in CNNs and RNNs or any other architecture that uses neurons.
We have shown that, although GPN networks are similar to deep GPs, they need signifi-
cantly fewer (variational) parameters and training is vastly more efficient. This is the result of
using projections inside the covariance function instead of dimension-dependent lengthscales.
Preliminary experimental results on small datasets using parametric GPNs trained by max-
imizing the parameter likelihood show that the model performs consistently better than a
conventional neural network with a fixed activation function. Experiments on larger datasets
and using approximate Bayesian inference are ongoing and results will be presented as they
become available.
In summary, from a neural network viewpoint we have introduced a novel, stochastic,
learnable, self-regularizing activation function that is integratable into existing neural models
with modest effort. From a GP viewpoint we introduced the idea of learnable projections into
deep Gaussian processes, allowing us to derive a novel variational posterior that makes them
as accessible and easy to train as neural networks.
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Figure 10: Overview of the family of GPN models and their relationships.
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